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It’s only May and we’ve already seen above-normal
temperatures in the South and Midwest, so much so that
several Regional Transmission Organizations (RTO), which
along with the Independent System Operator (ISO), have
sounded the alarm on potential outages this summer.
Among these are CAISO (California), Texas (ERCOT) and
MISO (Midwest). California is not surprising - the state has
some of the most aggressive renewable energy policies and
restrictions on thermal energy.
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As a result, California relies heavily on importing natural gas and
electricity from neighboring states, which has led to seasonal rolling
blackouts. Texas’s reliability came into question after February 2021 when
it became clear that the vast majority of the state’s new generation
sources are almost exclusively intermittent wind and solar. Is the same
true for the Midwest?
In a word, yes. The Midwest has traditionally run on coal, natural gas and
nuclear. To meet sustainability targets, operators have been retiring more
reliable coal and natural gas facilities and replacing them with intermittent
wind and solar generation. Fast forward to today, and MISO is now
warning that an above-normal summer could leave the region short as
much as 5 GW of power. If this were to happen, the region could see
higher prices, as well as, to quote MISO, “a slightly increased risk of
needing to implement temporary controlled load sheds”, which sounds like
a fancy way of saying rolling blackouts.
These regions are not unique. As states impose regulations that require
greater percentages of renewable energy at the expense of more reliable
thermal energy, we should be prepared to see more of these events.
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Crude Oil
Rig counts continue to rise. For the week ending May 13, the number
of oil-directed rigs increased by 13 to 576, the highest level since
March 2020.
Despite this increase, oil prices remain high, partly because of the
decline in drilled, uncompleted (DUC) wells, which are at a 4-year
low. DUCs act as a cushion between demand and producers’ ability
to drill. Typically, producers strive to have an 8-month supply of
DUCs. At present, we have a little over half of that. To add fuel to the
fire (pun intended), OPEC+ reported a 2.7 MMBBl/day shortfall in
production for April. Combine these factors with rising production
costs and we have a recipe for higher prices. The June contract is
currently trading at $113.73/bbl and the July contract is currently
trading at $109.67/bbl.

Natural Gas
After settling at $7.267/MMBtu for May, natural gas prices continued
their upward journey, reaching levels we haven’t seen since 2014.
The May NYMEX natural gas contract is currently trading at
$8.869/MMBtu, and all months through February 2023 are trading
above $8.00/MMBtu (January 2023 is trading at $9.01/MMBtu). Is
there an end in sight?
As we’ve been reporting for months, the outlook is more bullish than
bearish for the foreseeable future. While production is up, around
95.3 BCF/day, it is not keeping pace with demand, which is currently
higher than the 5-year range. We’ve had unseasonably warm
weather in several regions of the country. LNG exports are at record
levels and rising. And hurricane forecasts are showing aboveaverage activity. Same song, and with summer approaching, it seems
to be getting louder.
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For the week ending May 13th, natural gas in storage was 1,732 BCF
which is 17% lower than last year and 15% below the five year average.
The net injection of 89 BCF was inline with expected levels of 87 BCF.
The market is still concerned about end-of-season inventory levels, which
is another bullish factor for energy prices.

There is more risk to the upside on pricing. Are you
ready? We can help you develop a strategy that
supports your business objectives. Contact us for
more information.
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Power
Once again, future power prices were up again week-over-week.
While most of the nation saw only slight increases, Texas saw prices
rise 7% for the 2022-2026 timeframe. The PJM region, which serves
the Northeast, saw a slight decrease. Overall, prices are up 170 180% from this time last year.

SOURCE: FERC

SOURCE: CONSTELLATION
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Across the Nation
In California, the state’s regulators are warning the public of
potential shortfalls this summer that could leave up to 4 million
residents without power in the event of extreme events like heat
waves or wildfires. The state is projecting a potential shortfall of
between 1,700 and 5,000 MW. Is it a coincidence that California has
delayed the closing of the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant until August
2025? All of this means higher power prices and anticipated rolling
blackouts for the Golden State. Natural gas is also reaching highs
not seen since 2001 and is currently trading around $11/MMBtu for
the summer months despite record high storage levels.
Residential solar reform in California has reared its ugly head again.
The proposed measure includes increasing charges on solar
customers while destroying the incentives to add solar to residences.
Comments are due next month.
The state senate and house passed SB10 - An Act Concerning
Climate Change Mitigation - in Connecticut. Under the bill, all
electricity supplied to retail customers is required to be carbon free
by 2040. This is in addition to the current state emissions targets of a
45% reduction from 2000 levels by 2030 and an 80% reduction by
2050. The bill heads to the Governor’s desk, where it is expected to
pass.
Massachusetts is proposing changes to its Clean Energy Standard
(CES), which sets targets and alternative compliance payments
(ACP) for companies that sell retail electricity. The changes include
accelerating the rate of increase through 2030 to achieve 60% clean
energy by 2030 and 80% by 2050 and increasing the ACP for those
companies who cannot demonstrate compliance by $.001/kWh in
2022 and $0.0015 in 2023. This means all consumers, regardless of
clean energy mix, can expect to pay higher prices if these changes
are adopted.
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In Pennsylvania, PECO is proposing a rate increase for its natural
gas customers. If approved, commercial customers can expect to pay
an average of 7.3% more, while industrials will see a more modest
increase of 1.2%.
As we mentioned in the opening summary, Texas is already
experiencing issues with electricity, thanks to above average
temperatures earlier in the month combined with thermal generation
going offline unexpectedly and inadequate transmission capacity
creating a disparity in where renewable generation - i.e. wind - is
produced (west Texas) and where power is needed most (the eastern
half of the state). This, combined with a fire at a gas/coal plant that
produced about 4% of the state’s electricity, are putting upward
pressure on prices. Houston saw index prices as high as
$4,995/MWh earlier this month.

Weather
Hurricane season is almost here, and forecasts are for a very active
storm season. If correct, storm activity may reach levels that are 32%
above normal. What has received less attention is the Loop Current
and its role on hurricanes. The Loop Current refers to the weather
phenomenon where the warmer waters reach into the northern Gulf
of Mexico. When storms develop under these conditions, they can
intensify and become very strong and potentially dangerous storms.
The last time a Loop Current this strong was on record was 2005,
when Hurricanes Katrina and Rita wreaked havoc on the Gulf Coast.
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About Us
At Our Energy Manager, we focus on helping our customers
manage their energy and make informed decisions. We
partner with our clients to become an extension of their
organizations, providing our customers with the benefits of
an in-house energy department at a fraction of the cost.

The content of this newsletter is for general information purposes only and should not be relied upon to
make any business, legal or other decisions. All opinions and views expressed are those of Our Energy
Manager and may change as more information becomes available.

